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X SERIES SPA MODELS

MODEL LINEUP

X8L 7’10” (2.39m) x 7’10” (2.39m) x 38″ (.97m)

X8 7’10” (2.39m) x 7’10” (2.39m) x 38″ (.97m)

X7L 7’4″ (2.24m) x 7’4″ (2.24m) x 36 (.91m)

X7 7’4″ (2.24m) x 7’4″ (2.24m) x 36 (.91m)

X6L 6’8″ (2.03m) x 7’4 ” (2.24m) x 34″ (.86m)

X6R 6’7″ (2.01m) x 6’7″ (2.01m) x 34″ (.86m)

X5L 5’8″ (1.73m) x 7′ (2.13m) x 31″ (.79m)



MODEL LINEUP OVERHEAD VIEWS

X5L 5’8″ (1.73m) x 7′ (2.13m) x 31″ (.79m)X6R 6’7″ (2.01m) x 6’7″ (2.01m) x 34″ (.86m)X6L 6’8″ (2.03m) x 7’4 ” (2.24m) x 34″ (.86m)

X7L 7’4″ (2.24m) x 7’4″ (2.24m) x 36 (.91m)X8 7’10” (2.39m) x 7’10” (2.39m) x 38″ (.97m)X8L 7’10” (2.39m) x 7’10” (2.39m) x 38″ (.97m) X7 7’4″ (2.24m) x 7’4″ (2.24m) x 36 (.91m)



X SERIES FINISHES



COORDINATED COLOR PALETTES

EXTERIOR OPTIONS INTERIOR OPTIONSTRIM

*Pairs with either cabinet color

*Pairs with either cabinet color

Acorn (new)

Storm (new) 

Almond (new)

Ash (new)

Granite

Snow

STANDARD PREMIER



Premier package upgrade includes brushed stainless Jets + coordinated trim + lighted jets and valve handles



INTERIOR FINISHES

COLOR COORDINATED TRIM, JETS, 
& ACCENTS

Every visible piece of trim, every jet, every handle and 
headrest, and each individual visual detail are all color 
coordinated to give the all-new X Series high-end 
visual appeal. Customers may not always understand 
exactly why they like it so much but for sure the eye is 
drawn in by this thoughtful aesthetic approach.



EXTERIOR FINISHES

Acorn / Almond Acorn / SnowAcorn / Granite

Storm / GraniteStorm / Ash Storm / Snow



X SERIES FEATURES



2022 X SERIES



UNIQUE & PROPRIETARY JETS

PROPRIETARY JET DESIGN

The unique and proprietary design of all new X Series jets allows this series to stand 
out. Nearly all competitors at this price point offer the same boring off-the-shelf jets 
with tired designs and ho-hum functionality. X Series jets create a premium look and 
high-end performance at a price far below comparable mid-range and premium spas. 

Brushed Stainless Steel + new grey trim 
color shown on 3” single-pulse jet

5” Single-pulse 3” Single-pulse 3” Directional 2” Single-pulse
2” Directional

1” Directional

5” Directional



ENHANCED LIGHTING

ENHANCED LIGHTING DESIGN

Strategically placed lighting throughout the spa creates 
more appeal in the showroom and a better, more 
peaceful, experience in the backyard.

Includes:
1. Headrest and weir lighting
2. Main light
3. Waterfall lighting
4. Neck jet lighting
5. Jet Lighting (optional w/ Premier package)
6. Air valve handle lighting (optional w/ Premier package)
7. Diverter valve handle lighting (optional w/ Premier package)

All-new lighted headrest, standard Lighted jets, available with 
Premier upgrade



EXTERIOR LIGHTING

EXTERIOR LIGHTS & 
SCONCES

Enhanced exterior lighting adds an element 
of safety when most spa users need it. The 
redesigned sconces provide a sophisticated 
look, in coordinating colors, usually offered 
only  in premium price categories.

Exterior sconce light shown on new Storm color cabinet



ENHANCED HEADREST DESIGN

COMFORTABLE & STYLISH 
HEADRESTS

All-new headrests create a comfortable 
relaxation experience, while updating and 
modernizing the look of X Series spas. 

Standard Headrest Headrest w/ Neck Jets



ENHANCED LIGHTED WATER FEATURE

ENHANCED WATER FEATURE
A much-improved water feature offers 
coordinated trim colors, back-lighting, better 
integration into the spa shell, and conveniently 
located valve for on-off and flow modulation 
control. 

Waterfall with gray Premier coordinated trim option.



DIVERTER VALVE

FLOW DIVERTERS
X Series plumbing remains one of the most 
efficient designs in any conventional spa line, 
allowing all users a satisfying massage 
experience at the same time. However, the 
addition of flow diverter valves to X Series spas 
now also allows a user to really dial up the 
pressure in a specific part of the spa for a truly 
powerful and robust hydromassage. 



AIR CONTROL

Air controls injecting air into jets on high setting

AIR CONTROLS
Our all-new X Series air controls create another 
option and level of spa experience 
personalization. Dial up or down the amount of 
air added at the jets for a more powerful or 
more soothing massage experience. 



ENHANCED TRIM DESIGN

REDESIGNED & COORDINATED 
VALVE HANDLES & TRIM

The addition of an all-new and proprietary design to 
components like valve controls ensures that these 
coordinate with jets, bezels, and other design elements 
across the spa. This touch adds an element of style and 
sophistication not often seen in spas at this price level. 

Valve handle designs in both Premier 
coordinated trim package colors, grey or beige



X SERIES OPTIONS

EXPERIENCE & CONTROLS
PREMIUM TOUCH CONTROLS*
CLOUDCONTROL 2
PREMIER JETS, LIGHTING, & TRIM*
X SERIES AUDIO SYSTEM

WATER CARE
EOS (premium ozone)
WELLSPRING OZONE
FILTRATION PUMP
FROG @ease
MINERAL CARTRIDGE

ACCESS & SAFETY
COVERMATE 1
COVERMATE 3
DURASTEP
SELECT STEP*

OPTIONAL UPGRADES LIST

*new or updated for 2023 X Series



Shown with Premier package upgrade, includes brushed stainless Jets 
+ coordinated trim + lighted jets and valve handles

PREMIER JET, LIGHTING, & TRIM 
PACKAGE
The Premier jet, lighting, and trim package is an 
upgrade that moves X Series squarely into the luxury 
category, on par in terms of features and finishes 
with nearly any other mid to high-end spa on the 
market. The Premier upgrade includes proprietary 
metallic jet faces, color-coordinated trim throughout, 
and an amazing lighting package upgrade that 
includes lighted jets and additional lighted trim 
pieces.



TOUCH CONTROLS

Optional touchscreen control

Bezels in coordinated trim color options

PREMIUM TOUCH CONTROLS

The addition of the option to upgrade the X Series with Bullfrog Spas 
premium touch controls takes this line up a notch, positioning it to 
now compete in essentially ever way, feature by feature, with other 
premium conventional spas . 



CLOUDCONTROL II

CLOUDCONTROL 2

With the CloudControl 2™ Wifi Module and the intuitive smartphone app, 
customers are able to monitor and control their spa from anywhere with a 
WiFi or digital cellular signal.

§ Monitor spa status from anywhere
§ Adjust pump and filtration settings
§ Start up spa jets before soaking
§ Turn on lights
§ Adjust temperature settings



PREMIUM AUDIO

2022 X Series audio feature the great sound and reliable 
performance of our hidden transducer-style speaker system.

PREMIUM X SERIES AUDIO

One of the most appreciated X 
Series features is the quality audio system 
featuring a reliable behind-the-shell speaker 
system, quality sound, and Bluetooth 
connectivity.



EOS PREMIUM OZONE

EOS O3 
(ENHANCED OZONE SYSTEM)

The EOS O3 System works in 3 steps: 

1. Ozone is generated using corona discharge technology.

2. Free ozone is mixed with spa water sanitizing and oxidizing 

out impurities.

3. Excess O3 gas is filtered out as water is returned to the spa.

BREATHE EASY, USE LESS CHEMICAL SANITIZER, AND WORRY LESS WITH EOS O3. 

EOS Ozone system



WELLSPRING OZONE

WELLSPRING OZONE

The WellSpring™ Ozone Purifier System features 
corona discharge electrode technology that creates 
ozone which increases the purifying oxidation 
potential of your spa’s own water. Keep your spa 
clean and significantly reduce the amount of 
sanitizing chemicals needed.



WELLSPRING FILTRATION PUMP

WELLSPRING HIGH OUTPUT 
FILTRATION PUMP

• Same high performance, dedicated circulation pump 
found on premium spas.

• Now also available as an option with the A5L, R5L, and 
X5L models.

Wellspring High Output Filtration pump



FROG @EASE for BULLFROG SPAS

FROG @ease for Bullfrog Spas mounted in Wellspring Filters

FROG @ease for BULLFROG SPAS*

• SmartChlor on-demand chlorine release
• Custom designed for Bullfrog Spas
• Uses up to 75% less chlorine
• Shock only once a month
• Easy on spa surfaces with less odor
• Optimal performance when combined with EOS

*US dealers only

FROG @ease for Bullfrog 
Spas packaging



NATURAL MINERAL CARTRIDGE

1. Natural mineral spa cleaner.

2. May reduce the need for harsh traditional chemicals.

3. Compatible with all ozone systems.

4. Place in the convenient chamber found in genuine 
Bullfrog Spas filters.

5. Lasts up to 3 months.

6. Use with a weekly dose of MPS shock.
* Supplement by maintaining a 1 ppm chlorine or 2 ppm bromine residual.

NATURAL MINERAL CARTRIDGE

Increase the lifetime value of each new customer relationship.

Natural Mineral Cartridge installed

Natural Mineral 
Cartridge

Natural Mineral Cartidge packaging



GENUINE PROPRIETARY PARTS

By choosing genuine Bullfrog Spas replacement parts, 
you ensure a precise fit, optimal performance, and 
future spa warranty coverage. Rest easy knowing 
your spa is running with genuine parts.

• Proprietary Coreless Filter System - improves water 
flow and filtration while providing proprietary after-
market opportunity

• Top Quality, Long Lasting Filtration Media
• Microbe Resistant
• Warranty Compliant
• Easy to Exchange & Less Waste

PROPRIETARY FILTERS & PARTS



COVERS

Patio Performance Covers

Pewter Coffee (new)



COVER LIFTS

CoverMate IIICoverMate I

CoverMate I & CoverMate III



DURASTEP

DuraStep™ Color Offerings

Pewter

DuraStep shown in Pewter

Dusk

DuraStep standard spa steps are designed to 
coordinate with the spa's standard cover 
color, while providing safe and easy entrance 
and exit.



SELECT STEP

Select Step™ 2-Step in New Color Offerings 
Product Dimensions: 
2 Step- 20” D x 30” W x 14” H  (50.8 cm x 76.2 cm x 35.6 cm) 

STORM
(New)

ACORN 
(New)

Select 2-Step 
Shown in Storm

The Select Step 2-step option is designed to perfectly 
match the spa's cabinet color, providing a more sleek 
and attractive look, along with a safe and easy way to 
access the spa.



X SERIES WARRANTY

1-YEAR PROTECTION
§ LIGHTING SYSTEMS
§ AUDIO SYSTEM
§ OZONE SYSTEMS

OTHER WARRANTIES
Bullfrog warrants the Bullfrog Spa pillows, stainless 
steel jet faces, and filter cartridge(s) against defects in 
materials and workmanship through time of delivery.

5-YEAR PROTECTION
§ ENDURAFRAMETM STRUCTURE
§ SHELL STRUCTURE

§ 3-YEAR PROTECTION
§ SHELL SURFACE
§ PLUMBING
§ CABINET
§ EQUIPMENT
§ PATIOPERFORMANCETM SPA COVER






